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bizarre cast of characters. Discover relations 5d3b920ae0
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Floor Plan is super short(30 minutes) but really fun puzzle game. It focuses on item trading aspect of adventure games, which I
really like. Most of the item interactions are logical, the rest can easily be brute-forced.. I finished this ages ago and forgot to
review it. That's a mistake - this was a really good VR puzzler. I don't get around to finishing a lot of puzzlers, but I stuck this
one out to the end. It's a pretty clever game for being stuck in an elevator the whole time.. Short, charming point and click VR
game that just oozes charm. I prefer these shorter, more polished experiences to all the buggy VR games that I've played so far..
Simple short puzzle game, the puzzles aren't very hard, although there was one where you had to think outside the box and had
me stumped for a bit, although obvious once you know what to do. There's a hint system should you get stuck. For something to
play around with for a short while it's ok at a cheap price, No replay value unless you want the finish the game in 10 minutes
achievement, it will of course take you longer to complete first time. Overall enjoyable without taxing the brain too much.. Very
nice but short puzzle game in comic style. Positive: + functional graphics + nice puzzles Negative - short (42 minutes for me) - a
few more puzzles would have been cool - very few interaction possibilities I bought in sale and for that price a full
recommendation. Sad that it does not use its full potential by adding a few more puzzles.. Excellent puzzle game but pretty short
(less than an hour of gameplay). It is incredibly well done and interesting, to the point I really consider it as a must have for vr
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users. The price I got it for was really good (on sale for 3$) considering the quality of the game despite it's lenght.. Cute, funny,
innovative puzzle for all ages. No motion sickness roomscale walking.. +Fun +Creative +Buttons +Doors +Nice Little Puzzle
Experience -Somewhat Expensive for the content -Leaves you with wanting more 4/5 If the price wasn't so much for the short
experience, I'd say this would be a definite grab. It's a great, fun little puzzle game/experience though. The "Floor Plan generally
takes players about an hour to complete." Is a little misleading though, I played through it in a little less than a half an hour.
Someone else I showed it to also had completed it in a little more than a half an hour. If you liked this review Click here and
follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. It was a 3 for one-hour-
fun-deal. The game gave me exactly what I expected. I was very happy that the game doesnt need long to get you from one floor
to another. Its not something you need to play but if you like the idea you get a nice little puzzler for one hour.. Worth the
considerably low asking price (especially on sale) for the expirience. You can tell the devs actually put alot of care and effort
into the game.
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